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ZEN 2011 software manual 

1. Switch on Microscope as indicated in the instructions in the room. 

2. Start ZEN 2011 software. Choose the option “Start System”. 

 

 

3. In Zen, go to the Tab “Locate” to first find 

your samples by looking through the Oculars of 

the microscope. For that, you have to click 

“Online” (=in Ocular mode). If you want to 

locate your sample with transmitted light, turn 

“Transmitted Light” on, for locating a 

fluorescent signal, choose “Reflected Light”. 

Under “Ocular”, make sure the Light is “On” 

and the Shutter is “Open” (a fat yellow beam 

line appears). 

Choose your objective (in this picture “Plan-

Apochromat 20x/0.8 M27”). Make sure there is 

no dirty, oily sample left by someone before 

you change the objective! 

Put your slide in the holder with the coverslip 

facing the objective. Turn the objective down 

before you do so, so that it does not touch the 

glass. Move the table to the area of you 

specimen. The table joystick has two movement 

modes, slow and fast, which can be switch by 

pressing the button on top of the joystick. 

Find your sample, move it in the center and 

focus. Bring the objective up to the slide with 

care; don’t smash the objective into the glass.  

Switch from “Online” to “Offline” (Laser 

scanning mode). 
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4. Go to the Tab “Acquisition”.                                                                                                                      

Under ”Experiment Manager” you can load settings 

you have saved before or save new settings (a). Tick 

the box “Show all tools” (b). In the area below (c), you 

can choose different kind of acquisition modes, for 

example “Z-Stack” and “Positions”. With these 2 

options chosen, you can scan without stopping several 

Z-Stacks at different position on your slide. 

There are 3 blocks of blue windows which will 

expand/retract which you click on the blue bar. If you 

click on the right side arrow on the blue bar, the 

corresponding window pops out to the middle of the 

screen and can be dragged wherever it is most 

convenient. Note that some of the blue bars have the 

option “Show all”, which should be checked for full 

control. 

How to reuse Scan Settings from an existing LSM 

picture file: 

Open your old picture (File, Open). In the middle 

column, press the “Reuse” button (d). Now Zen 2011 

loads Light Path and Channel (Detector) Settings from 

the picture.  Be aware it only makes sense to use a 

picture taken on the same microscope. 

This is an easy way to transfer setting between 

different user accounts. 
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5. “Setup manager” 

“Laser”:  

Switch on the Lasers you want to use. If 

you want to use the argon laser, you have 

already switched it on when starting up 

the microscope. 

 

“Light path”:  

choose the tab “Channel”. 

This microscope has 3 detectors (Ch1, 

ChS1 and Ch2). This means you can detect 

up to 3 fluorescent signals simultaneously. 

If you want to record more than 1 

fluorescent signal, it’s time to decide if 

you want to scan in Single-track or Multi-

track mode.  

Single-track: Different laser lines excite 

the sample simultaneously, the emission 

light gets detected by different detectors 

(=channels) simultaneously. This is OK, if 

the emission spectra of your 2-3 

fluorescent signals do not overlap too 

much. 

Multi-track: Different laser lines are used 

sequentially; the different detectors 

detect the emission light sequentially. In 

Multi-track mode, you can choose when 

the microscope should switch between 

lasers+detectors (=track): “Switch track 

every” Frame or Line (e). 

Tracks can be added/deleted by clicking 

on “+”/trashbin icon (f). 

In this screenshot, a Single-track 

configuration with the Argon 488 and the 

He/Ne 633 laserline is set up. “Alexa Fluor 

488” emission is detected by Detector 

“Ch1”, set to the range of “490-624nm”, 

“Alexa Fluor 647 “ emission by detector 

“Ch2” set to “637-726nm”. 
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How to set up such a track? Click on “Visible light” (g) and choose the laserlines you want to use for the 

track. By choosing them, they get displayed as vertical lines in the window above (h). In the detector 

window (i), choose which detectors you want to use by ticking the boxes on the left under “Use”. Under 

“Dye”, select from a preloaded library which dye or fluorescent protein you want to detect (click on the 

black arrowhead). When selecting a dye, its emission spectrum gets displayed in window h. Now adjust the 

“Range” of your respective detector so that it fits the emission spectrum. Adjust either by writing nm 

values or by resizing and dragging the horizontal bars between window h and i. Under “Color” you can 

choose a false color for each of your image channels. These Colors don’t carry any information and can be 

easily changed in imaging analysis programs such as Image J. 

 

6. “Acquisition parameter” 

“Acquisition mode”: 

You can also change the objective here.  

“Scan mode” would be usually “Frame”. 

“Frame Size” allows you to choose the 

resolution of your image in pixels. The 

bigger, the longer the scan will take.  

“Line step”: you can choose to skip every 

nth horizontal scan line: makes the scan 

faster, but the horizontal resolution 

decreases. (The option allows you to scan 

an image with different resolution in x 

and y.) 

“Speed”: how fast the laser line travels 

over your sample. The slower, the 

stronger the signal and the stronger the 

bleach. “Pixel Dwell” indicates how long 

the laser illuminates one pixel (depends 

on both Frame Size and Speed), “Scan 

Time” indicates how long it takes to scan 

a frame with your chosen settings. 

“Averaging”: choose under “Number”, 

how many times each pixel of your image 

should be scanned, under “Mode” if the 

repetition of the scan should happen 

after each line or after each frame, under 

“Method” if the Mean or the Sum of the 

repeated scans should be taken. 

“Direction”: at this system, use 

unidirectional (single arrow): the laser 
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scans from left to right and then jumps back to right for the next line. Bidirectional scanning is faster, but 

needs adjusting, which does not seem to work properly here. 

“Scan area”: allows you to zoom in or out and adjust the scanned area. 

 

 

“Channels”: 

Here you see again your track 

configuration, you can save it and/or 

add/delete tracks. If you have several 

tracks, you can select some of them by 

checking the box: the deselected tracks 

will be not deleted, but the system will 

only scan the selected tracks. 

Lasers used should be selected. 

Underneath the checkboxes, the active 

lasers are listed and their power can be 

adjusted from 0-100%. The higher the 

laser power, the stronger the signal and 

the stronger the bleach. Don’t crank the 

laser to max before trying adjusting the 

detector settings! 

For proper optical sectioning, the 

“Pinhole” should be at “1 AU”.  

In the lower part of the window, you can 

adjust “Gain” and “Offset” of the 

Detectors. “Master Gain” is best under 

500, “Digital Gain” can be high. Simply 

put, Gain adjusts the brightness of your 

image. Offset is a way of defining zero 

signal, i.e. a black pixel. By changing the 

offset, you can for example remove a 

uniformly dim background from a bright 

signal. 
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Adjust laser power and detector settings in “Channels” while doing a trial scan: 

Press “Live” (button on screenshot on p.2, underneath b): a live scan picture will appear in the middle 

window. Select “Range indicator” (j): the brightness of pixels is now color coded: Blue=Black pixel, Grey-

White: pixel of varying brightness, Red: white pixel, overexposed.  The background should be mainly blue 

with some black pixels, your signal grey-white. Avoid large red areas within your relevant signal. All red 

pixels carry the same information: maximum brightness. You rather want to have a nice range of different 

brightness in your specimen. Brighter is not always better, by overexposing you loose information. 

Sometimes, you will have to compromise. 

 
 

In this screenshot, only one channel is scanned (488, as indicated in the Channel window). If you have more 

than one channel, adjust each channel separately. In this case you can choose the tab “Split” (will appear at 

k), to display channels separately.  

If you are in Multiple-track mode, it makes much sense to adjust the different tracks sequentially and to 

switch off the track you are not adjusting by deselecting it in the “Channels” window.  
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7. “Multidimensional Acquisition” 

Depending on your choices in area c 

(screenshot p.2), further things can 

be adjusted. 

 

Example “Z-Stack”: While scanning in 

“Live” mode, move the focus wheel 

manually through your sample and 

click “Set First” and “Set Last” in 

order to define the limits of your Z-

Stack. Pressing the round buttons “L”, 

“C”, “F” on the left allows you to 

jump to the last, center and first slice 

of your sample for checking. Under 

“Range” you’ll see how thick your Z-

Stack is, “Slices” indicates number of 

slices in the stack, “Interval” the 

spacing of the slices along the z-axis. 

If you check under ”Keep” “Interval”, 

making a stack higher will increase 

the number of slices, if you check 

“Slice”, it will increase the interval. 

Switching between the tabs 

“First/Last” and “Center”: allows you 

to define a z-Stack by either defining 

first and last slice or by defining 

center slice. 

 

Example “Positions”: For automated 

scanning of multiple positions (2D 

images or Z-Stacks) go to the position 

you want to scan and then press “Add”. The system will 

save the coordinates. For starting the multiple position 

scan, press “Start Experiment” under “Experiment 

Manager” (next to area c on p.2). In this case, it might 

make sense to tell the system to save each position 

automatically as a separate file with a specified name in a 

specified format in a specified directory. This can be done 

with “Auto Save”. 

 


